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Introduction

Cancers are caused through gene mutations and other types of chromosomal or molecular abnormalities. The rare hereditary cancer predisposition syndromes have been given much attention in recent years, because genes were found that account for the marked preponderance of particular neoplasms in such families. Individuals with hereditary cancer predisposition display germline mutations in such genes in their constitutional DNA [1]. The frequent sporadic cancers, i.e. cancers in individuals with a negative family history for cancer, carry somatic gene mutations acquired at mitosis. Genes implicated in cancers are mostly those involved in normal homeostasis of cellular proliferation, differentiation and death [2]. Cancer development usually requires that several different gene mutations accumulate in a cell of origin, and in its subclones during clonal evolution of malignant growth [3, 4]. Gene mutations in cancers invariably lead to alterations of gene expression patterns with respect to normal cellular counterparts, including the mutated genes themselves and their downstream targets. An overview of genes and their expression profiles possibly involved in cancer is essential to gain a detailed understanding of molecular carcinogenesis. Molecular data may be of clinical use to improve cancer diagnosis, to assess prognosis or (perhaps more importantly) to predict appropriate treatment selection. Until now most research efforts in this field have been directed at characterising single genes, which in one way or another contribute to the development of particular cancers. The human DNA sequence data bank, created by the Human Genome Project [5, 6], and associated technologies now provide new means to broaden this approach and to obtain more global views on cancer genes.

In molecular studies on cancer a single candidate gene is often chosen for further detailed analysis. The selection of such genes implies some sort of ‘educated guessing’. For example, a gene might be attractive because it is known to be involved in cellular differentiation, or because it is located in a genomic area which is targeted by chromosomal aberrations in a particular tumour type. This approach towards finding ‘new’ roles for genes in cancer is deliberately biased, whilst a random screening of gene expression in tumours would perhaps open up new avenues of research.

The molecular diagnostics of cancers

Clinical use of molecular data on human cancers requires that in diagnostic material molecular markers can be detected in an easy and reproducible way. Increasingly, genes and gene products are being investigated for their diagnostic use, and they may complement time-honoured techniques such as chemical cell and tissue staining. Immunostaining of tissue sections with specific antibodies or sensitive polymerase-chain reaction (PCR or RT-PCR) techniques are applicable not only to fresh but also to archival tissue [7]. Examples are the immunohistochemical detection of estrogen receptors in breast cancer, or the CD20 antigen in B-cell lymphoma. Molecular diagnostics may nowadays explore an astonishingly wide variety of nucleic acid sources for tumour diagnosis. DNA or RNA extracted from bone marrow can be used to detect specific chromosomal translocations in leukaemia by PCR [8]. Sensitive molecular techniques allow us to detect tumour cells in urine [9], in stool for colorectal cancer screening [10] and in bronchial lavage material [11], provided that suitable and specific genetic tumour markers are available.

Since the Human Genome Project now maps thousands of genes and their sequences [5, 6], a wealth of genetic information has become available for potential diagnostic use. However, many molecular methods may be too cumbersome to survey all relevant molecular markers in a tumour biopsy. New techniques may help to overcome this limitation. The tissue microarray technology (not to be mistaken for the DNA microarrays to be discussed later) permits high-throughput molecular profiling of tumour specimens without tissue culture [12, 13]. As many as 1000 individual small tumour tissue samples are taken from blocks of tumours and composed into a new ‘recipient’ block. Sections of this recipient block allow the parallel detection of multiple molecular DNA markers [for example, with fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH)], the measurement of mRNA expression or the tracing of protein targets by immunohistochemistry. Tissue microarrays are well suited to absorb the diagnostic work-load potentially created by the impending inflow of generous molecular information from the human genome databank.

Molecular methods exploiting extracted nucleic acids often require that the diagnostic material contains enriched tumour cells, with as little ‘contamination’ with non-neoplastic cells as possible. This is particularly important for studies speci-
ically looking at gene expression in tumour cells. Leukaemic cells may be enriched through density-gradient centrifugation of peripheral blood samples. In solid tumours, laser-directed microdissection now permits the preparation of enriched tumour samples suitable for molecular studies, and even single cancer cells may be studied [14–16].

**Analyses of cancers with DNA microarrays**

Most established molecular diagnostic techniques are inadequate to permit the comprehensive screening of a tumour biopsy sample for all possible types of genetic markers. Hitherto, standard molecular diagnostics such as the Southern blot have depended on tagged specific DNA probes complementary to the sequences of interest in a sample. PCR is based on the specific annealing of nucleic acid sequences (known as primers), to the left and to the right of a gene sequence of interest, which thus enable specific amplification of a defined stretch of DNA or RNA. Technological advances have now permitted these standard molecular detection methods to be miniaturised. DNA microarrays are also known as ‘chips’, biochips, or gene arrays, not to be confused with the tissue arrays discussed above. DNA microarrays typically consist of rows and rows of oligonucleotide sequence strands, or cDNA sequences immobilised and lined up in dots on a silicon chip or glass slide (Figure 1). Arrays can accommodate up to 20 000 specific sequences on a single chip, either chosen randomly, or deliberately ‘biased’ to represent collections of genes typically expressed in a cell type of interest, for example, lymphoid B-cells. With further advances of the technology, it is likely that single chips will contain comprehensive human cDNA or oligo sequence banks [17–19].

The major application of microchips falls into three categories (Table 1):

1. *Gene expression profiling.* RNA is extracted from tumour samples and hybridised to the microarray to assess simultaneously and in a single experiment the expression of thousands of genes within the sample.

2. *Genotyping.* Genomic DNA from an individual is tested for hundreds or thousands of genetic markers [notably single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or ‘snips’, or microsatellite markers] in a single hybridisation. This will yield a genetic fingerprint which in turn may be linked to the risk of developing single gene disorders or particular common complex diseases.

3. *DNA sequencing.* Sequence variations of specific genes can be screened in a test DNA sample, thereby greatly increasing the scope for precise molecular diagnosis in single gene disorders or complex genetic diseases.

In cancers, the diagnostic material usually consists of RNA samples extracted from tumours of interest which are labelled
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**Figure 1.** The principle of cDNA microarray gene expression analysis in tumours. Schematic representation of a DNA microchip. The chip (left panel) consists of a siliconised or glass surface (an area of about 1 cm²) where up to 10 cDNAs or 250 oligonucleotide gene sequences are plotted in an orderly fashion. In the two-colour hybridisation scheme usually employed, labelled RNA from tumour samples 1–4 is hybridised to the chip simultaneously and in direct competition with labelled RNA from defined control samples. Different fluorescent dyes are used for sample and control RNA (shown here in black and white). The relative difference in gene expression between tumour and normal cells can be quantified through image analysis of the chip, and assessed as relative amounts of the two different fluorochrome signals arising from each defined quadrant of the chip (scale shown below the main panel). Tumours 1 and 2 show identical expression patterns of genes A and B, and may thus be grouped together by virtue of a clustered gene expression profile. In contrast, tumours 3–5 carry distinct molecular signatures with respect to the expression of these two genes.
define groups of genes, which neatly distinguish AML from leukaemia (AML), respectively. Microchip analysis can distinguish lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) and acute myelogenous leukaemia (AML) based on gene expression patterns, possibly representing distinct subtypes or entities of breast cancer.

Patterns in human breast cancer specimens display distinct gene expression patterns, reflecting both B- or T-cell lineage characteristics, stage of maturation of lymphoid cells and proliferation signatures. Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (a clinically heterogeneous group of lymphomas despite morphological similarity) can be split into subtypes exhibiting gene expression profiles either typical of germinal centre B-cells, or activated B-cells, perhaps with implications for prognosis.

The ‘Lymphochip’ is a cDNA microarray collecting genes preferentially expressed in lymphoid cells [21]. Lymphoid malignancies studied with this chip exhibit an orderly picture of gene expression patterns, reflecting both B- or T-cell lineage characteristics, stage of maturation of lymphoid cells and proliferation signatures. Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (a clinically heterogeneous group of lymphomas despite morphological similarity) can be split into subtypes exhibiting gene expression profiles either typical of germinal centre B-cells, or activated B-cells, perhaps with implications for prognosis.

On histology, one invasive-ductal breast cancer specimen may look deceptively similar to another one. Clinically the cases may be totally different, due to inherent biological differences elusive to morphological analysis. Gene expression patterns in human breast cancer specimens display distinct molecular portraits [22, 23]. Tumours may be clustered into subgroups by gene expression patterns, possibly representing distinct subtypes or entities of breast cancer.

In acute lymphoblastic and myeloid leukaemias [acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) and acute myelogenous leukaemia (AML)], respectively] microchip analysis can define groups of genes, which neatly distinguish AML from ALL; their expression being high in one type of leukaemia and low in the other [24]. Interestingly, genes most useful for AML versus ALL class prediction are not necessarily markers of haematopoietic lineage. Non-lineage restricted genes encoding cell cycle proteins, cell adhesion molecules and the like may also help to sort out AML from ALL.

Astrocytomas are heterogeneous glial neoplasms ranging from indolent astrocytomas to highly aggressive malignant glioblastoma multiforme. Microarrays may identify molecular signatures distinguishing between these two tumour types which may be relevant for diagnosis and therapy [25].

Classification of human tumours according to their original anatomical site, i.e. their primary tumour, is important in the management of patients. Chips may identify subsets of genes whose expression is characteristic for each cancer class, e.g. breast cancer versus colorectal cancer versus bladder cancer, etc. [26]. Predictor genes include genes typically expressed in specific epithelial differentiation processes of the corresponding normal tissues. Thus microchips can be used to predict the tissue of origin of a carcinoma in the context of multiple cancer classes. This might be particularly helpful for further classification of metastatic cancer with unknown primary site.

A very important potential of the chip technology will be the definition of new molecular factors predicting treatment success or failure. Targeting of therapy may improve treatment results, cut down on side effects and reduce costs potentially spent on a priori useless drugs. In breast cancer expression of estrogen receptors predicts response to hormone treatment. A high score of HER2/c-erbB2 expression is mandatory for the therapeutic success of monoclonal antibodies against this oncoprotein [27, 28]. CML hit the headlines when a new drug, STI571 or Gleevec\(^b\), interfering specifically with the BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase activity in this leukaemia was shown to be clinically active [29]. DNA microchips may identify genes or gene expression clusters in tumours, which may predict sensitivity or resistance to particular drugs [30]. For example, cDNA microarray analyses of oesophageal tumours were able to predict the outcome of adjuvant chemotherapy, since particular gene expression clusters (rather than expression of single genes) were correlated with sensitivity or resistance to cisplatin or 5-fluorouracil [31].
aberrations or gene expression profiles may become important in determining the appropriate choice of cancer treatment. The human genome sequence databank hosts all of these genes, many of which still await their discovery, characterisation and their being put to clinical use.

**Problems and outlook**

Molecular diagnostics with DNA microarrays do not displace time-honoured diagnostic tools such as morphology. The demands on bio-informatics to handle the impressive data flow generated by microchips are considerable, and costs still excessive. The DNA chip of microarray technology shares the problem of standardisation with other molecular diagnostic techniques. Considerable efforts still need to be invested in order to build up a system similar to the quality control networks established, for example, to monitor the quality of coagulation laboratory tests. The clinical relevance of the chip data in cancer specimens will have to be tested in appropriate clinical trials. To sort out clustered gene expression patterns, to define subgroups or ‘new’ entities of common cancers, to test ‘new’ cancer genes for their prognostic or predictive value, or to study the therapeutic value of new custom-designed drugs provides a formidable task, which will require new strategies from the clinical side.

The screening of tumour gene expression profiles with DNA microchips is a powerful strategy to discover new candidate genes with distinct roles in molecular cancer pathology. It possibly avoids the type of cumbersome mapping and cloning experiments hitherto required to define ‘new’ genes. However, the fact that a gene cluster is over-expressed, or silent in a cancer cell, raises hypotheses on the role of the genes in carcinogenesis, but gives no final clues. Global gene expression profiling of cancers with the DNA chip technology is now a reality, but the detailed characterisation of single genes elucidating their possible role in carcinogenesis is far from being outdated. Whilst DNA represents genomic hardware, and RNA a sort of genetic ‘interim’ software, the final product, protein, ultimately matters in the life of a cell. In the aftermath of the Human Genome Project, new strategies to characterise and detect human proteins in biological material (including clinical specimens) are now mandatory and indeed on the horizon. The new technology of proteomics is on track to provide a new wave of fascinating data with a great potential for cancer medicine [32, 33].
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